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Abstract—Online graph analytics and large-scale interactive
applications such as social media networks require low-latency
data access to billions of small data objects. As a consequence,
more and more distributed in-memory systems are proposed
allowing to keep all data always in memory. However, these
systems also need fault-tolerance mechanisms to mask node
failures and power outages. We propose a novel two-level logging
architecture with backup-side version control combining fault-
tolerance with a high throughput when working with many
small data objects while having a minimal memory overhead.
In order to prevent unlimited growth of logs we use a highly
concurrent log cleaning approach. All proposed concepts have
been implemented within the DXRAM system and evaluated
using the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark and RAMCloud’s
Log Cleaner benchmark. The experiments show that our solution
has less memory overhead and outperforms state-of-the-art in-
memory systems like RAMCloud, Redis, and Aerospike, for the
target application domains.
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I. DXRAM

DXRAM is a distributed in-memory system for data centers
optimized for large amounts of small data objects (32 - 128
bytes) common in interactive applications like search engines
or social media networks based on enormous data graphs.
Every DXRAM node is either a peer or a superpeer. As a
master, a peer stores data objects, may run computations and
exchanges data directly with other peers, and also serves client
requests when DXRAM is used as a back-end storage. A peer
may also be used as a backup for other peers. Superpeers store
global meta-data like the locations of data objects, implement a
monitoring facility, detect failures and coordinate the recovery
of failed nodes, and also provide a naming service. Objects
stored in DXRAM’s key-value store are called chunks. Every
chunk has a 64-bit globally unique ID called a chunk ID (CID)
consisting of two separate parts: A 16-bit node ID of the object
creator and a 48-bit locally unique sequential number enabling
a space-efficient range-based metadata lookup on superpeers
and a very fast local paging-like address translation on peers
[1]. DXRAM is written in Java.

II. LOGGING ARCHITECTURE

Replicating multi-billion small data objects in RAM is
too expensive and does not allow masking power outages.
Therefore, we decided to use a logging approach for storing

Figure 1: Logging architecture. Every object is buffered first.
Depending on the amount of data per backup zone, the objects
are either directly written to the specific secondary log or to
primary log and to secondary log once there is enough data.

replicas on remote persistent memory. This solution does not
require knowledge about the location of an object (storing the
location of every small object in RAM is infeasible and on SSD
too slow) and ensures maximal write throughput as log entries
are always appended resulting in sequential writing during
normal operation. The log is only read during reorganization
and recovery also benefiting from the sequential arrangement.

DXRAM splits every master’s data into backup zones of a
configurable size (e.g. 256 MB, good value for fast recovery)
and scatters the set of all backup zones to many backup
peers in order to allow fast parallel recovery. When a master
fails, the associated superpeer controls the recovery process
by interacting with backup peers to recover backup zones in
parallel either in their own memory if enough space is available
or on a fresh master. Consistency problems among different
backup zone replicas are avoided by a sequential backup order.

The two-level logging is shown in figure 1. In contrast to
RAMCloud, we store each backup zone in one separate log on
every assigned backup peer. These logs are called secondary
logs and are the final destination for every replica and the only
data structure used to recover data from. By sorting backups
per node we can speed-up the recovery process by avoiding
to analyze a single log with billions of entries mixed from
several masters. The two-level log organization also ensures
that infrequent written secondary logs do not thwart highly
burdened secondary logs by writing small data to SSD and
thus utilizing the SSD inefficiently. At the same time, incoming
objects are quickly stored on SSD to sustain power outages.



To save memory, masters do not store version information
in RAM. Thus, all logic for version control and reorganization
is outsourced to backup peers which only receive raw updates,
deletes and creates including CID and backup zone ID. Every
log entry needs version information allowing to detect outdated
versions. This is important for the recovery and also for the
reorganization of logs. Again, storing information for every
object in RAM is infeasible and reading from SSD before
every write access is too slow. We developed a version
manager based upon a version buffer in RAM and a version
log on SSD (one per secondary log). The version buffer is
flushed to version log after a predefined number of write
accesses. The time between two flushes is called an epoch.

At the beginning of an epoch, the version buffer in
RAM is empty. If a backup arrives within this epoch, its
CID will be added to the corresponding version buffer with
version number 0. Another backup for the same object
within this epoch will increment the version number to
1, the next to 2 and so on. When the version buffer is
flushed to SSD into a version log, all version information
is complemented by the current epoch, together creating
a unique version. In the next epoch the version buffer is
empty again. Two unique versions are in chronicle relation
if: [ Version x, Epoch i ] < [ Version y, Epoch j ],

where ( i < j ) or ( i = j and x < y )
With the proposed approach, we can assign unambiguous
versions without reading version information from SSD when
appending a new log entry and also strictly limit the RAM
usage (e.g. 1 MB per version buffer).

Secondary logs grow over time and require a cleaning
policy, also called reorganization, which permanently frees
space by removing outdated and deleted (invalid) log entries.
The version manager comes in hand to distinguish invalid from
valid log entries required for log cleaning. The reorganization,
same as the two-level logging and version control, is designed
with the objectives of minimizing RAM consumption without
sacrificing overall throughput by trading space on SSD. As
SSD storage is cheaper than RAM, we think this is reasonable.
The reorganization process of DXRAM covers four periodi-
cally executed steps:
A. Secondary log selection based on utilization (highest uti-

lization results in most invalid data)
B. Loading associated version log from SSD (we need the

current version of all log entries for chosen secondary log)
C. Random segment selection and loading from SSD
D. Segment cleaning (removing all log entries with differing

version) and flushing back to SSD
Steps C and D are repeated several times, e.g. 20 times, to
alleviate the overhead of step B.

III. EVALUATION

In this section we are evaluating the performance of the
proposed logging architecture using two benchmarks: The
Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) to compare the
proposed concepts with Aerospike and Redis, and the Log-
Cleaner benchmark for comparing with RAMCloud. Both
benchmarks were executed on a cluster consisting of 16
identical nodes connected with Gigabit Ethernet. All servers
have 16 GB RAM, an Intel Xeon E3-1220 CPU and an Intel
SSDSC2CW24 SSD connected via SATA-3 port (350 MB/s

Figure 2: Log Cleaner Benchmark - RAMCloud vs. DXRAM.
*: Extrapolated.

Figure 3: YCSB - 8 Server, Workload A.

write, 500 MB/s read throughput). Debian Jessie with kernel
4.3.0-0 was used as operating system and Java 8 (Oracle) as
runtime environment.

The Log-Cleaner Benchmark, developed for RAMCloud,
creates a worst-case scenario for logging by constantly updat-
ing objects on one master [2]. The backups are logged on three
remote nodes after every update operation. Figure 2 shows
DXRAM’s high logging throughput and low memory usage.

YCSB was designed to quantitatively compare distributed
serving storage systems [3]. The benchmark offers a set of sim-
ple operations (reads, writes, range scans) and a tabular key-
value data model to evaluate online storage systems regarding
their elasticity, availability and replication. For our evaluation
we used the default workload A (10 100-byte objects per
key, 10,000,000 keys, zipfian distribution, 50 % read and
write operations, 10,000,000 operations). Aerospike, Redis and
DXRAM were configured for same behavior regarding logging
and reorganization. In all systems, all nodes were used as
masters and backup peers. We used 8 storage servers and up
to 8 YCSB clients for benchmarking. Each YCSB client was
configured to emulate 180 clients using one thread per client.
Figure 3 shows that DXRAM outperforms the other systems.
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